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Abstract

We continue the study of the hole coupling resonator for free electron laser (FEL)

• application. The previous resonator code is further developed to include the effects of the

azimuthally asymmetric modes and the FEL gain. The implication of the additional higher order

modes is that there aremore degeneracies to be avoided in tuning the FEL wavelengths. The FEL

interactionis modeled by constructinga transfermap in the small signal regime andincorporatingit

into the resonatorcode. The DELgain is found to be very effective in selecting a dominant mode

from the azirnuthallysymmetric class of modes. Schemes for broadwavelength tuning based on

passive mode control via adjustableaperturesarediscussed.

1. Introduction

In our previous paper [1], henceforth referred to as I, we have studied the hole coupling

performance of the near concentric resonators forDEL application.The resonator configuration is

shown in Fig.(1). The resonator and FEL parameters are listed in Table (1). We have used a new

resonator simulation code HOLD, based on the Fox-Li iterative approach [2], to compute several

performance paran_ters; total round-tripcavity loss, hole-coupling efficiency, output mode quality

factor, etc.. We also found that the modes can become degenerate for certain cavity configurations

which must be avoided for FEL operation. In this paper we extend our work to take into account

the asymmetricmodes, and the effect of the FEL gain on the mode formation. Our study leads to a

strategy for a broadlytunable hole coupling scheme, in which an adjustable aperture is introduced

to avoid the mode degeneracy.

. The asymmetric modes could become important when the loss of the fundamental mode

becomes large. We have modified HOLD so that the cavity performance can be calculated for an

arbitrary azimuthal mode number m. The presence of the asymmetric modes limits the wavelength

tuning range. However, the symmetric and asymmetric higher ordermodes can be suppressed by
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adjustableapertures, and a satisfactorysolution could be found.

The approximationof neglecting the FEL gainis valid when the gain is small and when the

input wave-front is modified only once through the gain medium such as in an amplifier.

However, the cumulative effect of a small gain over many passes in an oscillator FEL could be

significant.To include the FEL interactionin the resonator,we have modified HOLD by replacing

the free-space propagationfrom apertu'_e1 to aperture2 in Fig.(1) by an FEL transfermap. The

FEL transfermap was obtained in the small signal, low gain approximation by solving a three-

dimensional F_.. integral equation.

The results of the hole coupling resonator study mtcinginto account the FEL gain are as

follows: For symmetricmodes, the most significant resultis the desirablefact that the FEL gain is

very effective in suppressingthe higherordermodes, when the electronbeam size is not too small.

Otherwise, the FEL gain has little influence on the mode profile and hence the resonator

performance. Also, the asymmetric modes are not significantly perturbed by FEL gain because

those modes have vanishing intensityat the electron beam location. The net result is that the hole

coupling performancebecomes somewhat betterwhen the FELinteractionis taken intoaccount.

Section 2 gives a summaryof I, as well as discussion of the asymmetric modes. The

discussion of FEL model is given in Section 3. Section 4 presents the results of resonator

calculationstaking the FEL interactioninto account. Section 5 containsconcluding remarks.

2. Summary of Empty Cavity Performance Including Asymmetric Modes

In general, there exist a unique set of eigenmodes for a given resonator. A mode is defined

to be the wave profile which reproduces itself afterone round-trippropagation in the cavity, except

for a multiplicative constant. The constant is called the eigenvalue of the mode. The magnitude of

the mode determines the round-trip loss a T. For resonators with cylindrical symmetry, an

eigenmode can be represented by a complex amplitude Emn(r,z), where m and n are respectively

the azimuthal and the radialmode numbers, r and z are the radial and the axial coordinates. This



mode will be referred to as the TEMmn mode. When there are no holes on the mirrors, the

fundamental TEM00 mode is always the dominant one because the higher order modes extend

further out radially and their losses would then be higher due to the finite mirror size. Ill general,

the mode number n is determined by the number of minima in the radial direction. The intensity of

the asymmetric modes re-,a9vanishes on the symmetry axis. Thus, the asymmetric modes are less

sensitive to the presence of the holes located on the axis, as long as the hole size is not too large.

The cavity configuration under investigation is shown in Fig.(1), and consists of four

elements; the right mirror with a hole, the left mirror with an adjustable aperture for mirror size

control, and two intracavity apertures simulating the undulator bore. We define six fractional losses

¢xias follows: The fractional losses _RM and ¢XLMat the right and the left mirrors, respectively, and

the fractional losses ¢XR1and ¢XL1(¢XR2and ¢XL2)at the aperture 1 (aperture 2) for the waves coming

from right and from left, respectively. The total round-trip loss a T is then given by

1 -¢_T =1-I(1 -¢_i) . (1)
i

The loss ¢XRMconsists of two parts, the loss through the mirror edge and the loss through the hole

etH. The coupling efficiency 11is defined to be

rl = O____HH. (2)O_T

The quantities aT and 11are important performance parameters of a hole coupling resonator. The

definition of rl here is slightly different from the previous definition [1], but has the advantage of

being consistent with our new calculations with the FEL gain included. In fact a definition of

coupling efficiency is an unambiguous representation of power coupling efficiency only at steady

state, in which the gain in the active medium balances the losses.

The code HOLD developed in I for m=0 modes has now been generalized for thet

asymmetric modes for m_'0. For an arbitrary resonator configuration, the code calculates the



intracavity mode profile, the eigenvalue, the coupling efficiency, and output mode quality factor for

the dominant mode for each azimuthal mode number m.

We say here that two modes are degenerate when the round-trip losses are the same.

Degenerate modes have in general different round-trip phase advances. An exception is for the case

of a corffoeal resonator, for which ali the radial modes with same azimuthal mode number have the

same phase advances (modulo 2n) in the limit of small losses [3].

As the hole size is increased continuously, at fixed mirror sizes, we found in I that the

dominant cavity mode switches abruptly from the fundamental mode to the next higher order

mode. The transition occurs when the two modes have the same losses. At this point, the cavit3,

mode is a linear combination of the two modes. Because of the difference in the round-trip phase

advances (roughly a factor of three difference was found in this case between the zeroth and the

first order radial mode, as expected from the phase advances in Gauss-Laguerre modes) the

coefficients of the combination change from pass to pass, causing the transverse profile to oscillate

in shape. It is clearly important to avoid the mode degeneracy and switching during an FEL

wavelength tuning.

The situation is different in the case of confocal resonator where the transition is smooth

[4]. This is related to the fact that the phase advances for different radial modes are the same for a

confoeal resonator, and thus a linear combination of the modes may also give a stable profile [5].

The eonfocal resonators are not suitable for high efficiency output coupling, since the mode could

avoid the holes. We do not consider the case of eonfocal resonator further in this paper.

The mode switching would also occur if the hole size is fixed while the mirror size

increases, and likewise if both hole and mirror sizes are fixed while the wavelength decreases. The

similarity in the roles of the three controlling parameters, the wavelength, hole and mirror sizes,

suggests a scheme for an extended wavelength tuning range. Thus the performance fall-off due to a

wavelength change can be compensated by a suitable change in either the hole size or the mirror
#

size. Although it is difficult to vary the hole size of a given cavity mirror, the effective mirror size

can be easily changed by means of an adjustable aperture in front of the cavity mirror. On fact our
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study shows that such an aperture can be placed at any convenient location inside the cavity to

provide equally effective mode control.)

Figure (2) shows the wavelength dependence of the hole coupling performance for variable

mirror sizes. The right mirror size is chosen to be sufficiently large while the left mirror size

increases linearly from 6.7 mm to 10 mm as the wavelength is tuned from 3 to 6 _tm. Note that the

coupling efficiency and the loss remain close to 45 % and 10 % respectively, varying little in the

range between 3 to 6 IJ.m.Also, the loss of the TEMI0 mode is kept to be larger than that of the

TEM00. Although not shown, the losses of other higher order modes are larger by our choice of

the mirror size. For comparison, Fig.(3) shows the corresponding curves for the case where the

left mirror size is fixed at the midpoint value of 8.35 mm. The performance is not acceptable. At

short wavelength end, the mirror size appears too big so that the TEM10 mode is the dominant one.

The TEM10 mode becomes degenerate with the fundamental mode at _.--4.3 _tm. On the other

hand, the mirror size appears too small at longer wavelength end so that the coupling efficiency is

reduced.

3. Modeling the FEL with Transfer Map

Let I_(r,z,t) be the electric field of the wave propagating along the z-direction. The

transverse coordinates and the time are represented by r and t, respectively. We introduce the

complex amplitude E(r,z) by I_(r,z,t)=E(r,z)ei0_z-'°t), where k=2rt/%, c0=ck, c=speed of light, and

7t is the radiation wavelength. The paraxial wave equation is

IV2 + 2ik _zzl E(r,z) = 2ik S(r,z) , (3)

where V2 is the transverse Laplacian and S(r,z) describes a spatially distributed source. By solving
t

Eq.(3), the field profile at z=z 2 along the direction of wave propagation is determined by an



integral transform of the profile earlier at a location z=z 1 as follows:

f
E(r2,z2)---I drlG (r2,rl,z2,

zl)E(rl, Zl)
d

+ dz dr G(r2, r, z2, z) S(r,z) ,

1 (4)

where G is the Green function of Eq.(3). In the absence of the source term, Eq.(4) reduces to the

well-known Fresnel-Kirchhoff integral for the wave propagatior, and diffraction in free space.

In the weak field limit, the source term S for an FEL can be written to a good

approximation as follows [6,7]:

/0zS (r,z)= igop(r,z)e-i_ dz' dz" e-i_"E (r,z"),

(5)

where p(r,z) is electron density profile, B=v/L, v is the FEL resonance parameter defined by

v=L[ku-k(l+K2)/2y2], L is the length of the undulator, 7 is the relativistic energy factor, ku-2_'A.u,

_,u is undulator period, K is undulator deflection parameter, andgoisa gain parameter proportional

tothebeam current.Inthecaseofaparallelelectronbe.am,goisgivenby

8_2-x 2 ),3/2 _/2 N3 K2 _J,_go=
(1 + K2_/2 L3 IA (6)

where I is the beam current, N is the number of undulator period, and IA, the Alfven current, is

about 17030 Amperes. For simplicity, the undulator field is assumed to be helical. With the FEL

source given by Eq.(5), Eq.(4) becomes an integral equation for the field. Taking free-space

propagation term (the first term on the fight-hand side of Eq.(4)) as the zeroth order, a perturbation

solution can be obtained in the following form:



E(z)=[G + _ + g_ _2 + ...] E(0) , (7)

where the operator G represents the flee-space transfer map, and the operator _n represents the nth

order FEL transfer map. At low gain the perturbation series can be truncated to the first order.

Assuming that both resonator and electron beam are axially symmetric, Eq.(7) to the first order can

be expressed explicitly in polar coordinate as

fEm(r,z) = r'dr'[Gm(r,r',z,0) + go Km (r,r',z,O)] Em(r',O) ,

(s)

whereEm(r,z)istheazimuthalmode oforderm, aandb areradialboundaries,and

Gm (r,r,,z,z,)=(.i)m+Ik ik(r_r'2)
Z Z' e 2(z-z')Jm[krr'l- _z- z'l '

t

Km(r,r',z,0) =ilfdZ'_o z dz"z"e-iUz'f0O°r"dr" p(r",z')Gm(r,r",z,z')Gm(r',r',z',z" ) . (9)

In the above Jm is the Bessel function of order m.

lt is more convenient for numerical calculations to express the first order transfer map in a

different form. Introducing Hankel transform

f(p,z) = rdr Jm(pr)Em (r,z) ,

(_0)

Eq.(8) can be written in spectral domain as

, _ ip2 [oo ....F_ (p,z)=eT/-z _, (p,0)+ go p'dp' Km(p,p',z,0)_ (p',0) ,J0 (II)



where

- foz'_m_,,',..,O)io_k/_'' _'" _.,oi(_'"k-_= " _2k ×

J0

'_rdrJm (pr) Jm (p'r) 13 (r,z') . (12)

For a Gaussian electron beam profile given by

r 2

p(r) = -2--e'_ .
2_:@

(13)

the transfer map in the spectral domain can be reduced to

lt'lo" ")J"" w m m pa. g) z' -Km(p,p',z,0) = - 1 ip2 z (9 dz' dz" e" i i(p'2.

2_ e" 2k 0_I, 12k z ×

,)

e" 2_-(p2+ p,2)im(O2 pp,), (14)

where lm is the modified Bessel function of order m. Finally the spatial transfer map is related to

the spectral transfer map by

Km(r,r',z,0) = pdp p'dp' Jm (pr)Jm (p'r') K.m(p,p',z,0) .

(15)

For numerical calculation, an appropriate boundary of the p-integration needs to be determined

from the desired accuracy of the calculation [8].

It turns out that the transverse dependent part of the FEL map is a function of two



parameters only, the resonance parameter v, and an electron beam Fresnel number F = 4/I;o2 / _d_,,

as defined by Moore [9]. Once a map is generated, the FEL gain can still be varied through go-

For resonator calculation, the propagation from aperture 1 to aperture 2 in Fig.(1), which

was the fre_-space Fresnel-Kirchhoff map in HOLD, has now the additional FEL map discussed in

the above. The dominant mode is obtained by iterating the round-trip map obtained by combining

the FEL map and the appropriate free-space maps. The advantage of this modular approach is that,

given the electron beam and undulator parameters represented by v and F, the FEL map can be

generated once and for all, and stored for the subsequent calculations with various resonator

configurations. Thus, the computing time can be greatly reduced. The resonator configuration is

entirely general, including unstable resonators. Another approach based on the empty cavity mode

expansion is reported in this conference to study the mode mixing effect duo to FEL gain in a hole-

coupling resonator [10]. In this method, new map needs to be generated when the mirror curvature

or the cavity length is changed. In addition, the unstable resonators can not be treated.

We have calculated the prof'fleof the dominant mode and its gain for two-mirrorresonators

without holes for different values of the electron beam Fresnel number.At large Fresnel number,

the fundamentalmode has the highestgain, while a higherordermode becomes dominant at small

Fresnel number.The results were compared with those of Moore [9], who obtained the profile of

the maximum-gain mode, and found to agree well for large electron beam Fresnel number•The

agreement is only qualitative for small Fresnel numbers, since Moore'smaximum-gain mode in

thisregime requiresa non-sphericalmirrorshape if it were consideredas a resonator mode.

The transfermap approachdeveloped hereallows us to compute the gain as a function of

the resonance parameter.Figure (4) shows the results for both amplifier and oscillator cases. For

the amplifier case, the gain is obtained by passing the fundamental mode of an empty cavity

without holes once through the gain medium. For the oscillator case, the gain is calculated for a

new cavity mode obtained by iterating the round-triptransfer map starting from the same empty

cavity mode. The sharpturning point on the oscillator gain curve is caused by a mode switching

from the fundamental to next higher orderempty cavity mode; As the electron beam becomes



absorbing energy, the higher order mode which has smaller loss to the beam becomes dominant.

Note here that the gain peaks near v--4 rather than the well-known value from 1-D theory _v=2.6).

To stay close to the maximum gain,we will choose v=4 for subsequent calculations.

Although the small signal condition is necessary for the analytical treatment of the FEL

interaction, the techniques developed here are shown in the next section to be also applicable to the

strong signal regime as long as the gain is low. The low gain assumption, on the other hand, is

generally valid for an oscillator FEL which is meant to be operated at saturation. The high gain

effects, such as optical guiding, are not important since they may occur only during a short mm-on

period at small signal. A resonatoroptimized for the performance at saturation may not extract the

highest gain at small signal. But this should not be a problem when there is enough gain for the

laser to reach saturation.

4. Resonator Performance In the Presence of FEL Gain

The most strikinginfluenceof the FEL on theresonatormode appearsto be the fact thatthe

gain, even if small, can be very. effective in suppressing the higher order modes among the

azimuthaliy symmetric modes (m=0), when the electron beam Fresnel number is not too small.

This is because the overlap with the electron beam is optimum for the fundamental mode. Figure

(5.a), (5.b) and (5.e) show the intraeavity mode profiles for a single pass gain of 0%, 2% and

55%, respectively. The resonator configuration is such that the dominant symmetric mode for 0%

gain has a large mode vumber n--4. However, for a gain as small as 2%, the fundamental mode

becomes dominant. Comparing Fig.(5.b) and Fig.(5..c), we find also that the mode profile changes

little when the gain is varied ft'ore 2 to 55%. The hole coupling performance is therefore insensitive

to the gain, except the desirable effect of suppressing the higher order symmetric modes. However

it is preferable not to operate a laser only marginally staying away from the degeneracy. For
t

example, when starting from a noisy profile in the Fox-Li calculation the iteration times it takes for

the profile to converge to the fmdamental mode is very large in the case of 2% gain as compared to
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the case of 55% gain. In this case, the difference in net gain between the fundamental and higher

order mode becomes smalleras the FEL gain is reduced. It should be noted that the degeneracy is

defined as two or more.modeshaving the same net gain when a gain medium is introduced into an

empty cavity.

As the electron beam Fresnel number becomes smaller, the higher ordersymmetric modes

could become dominant. Operation with a higher order symmetric mode could provide a

satisfactory hole coupling performance, since themode has a narrowcentralpeak and thus a good

hole coupling efficiency. However, it will be usually necessary to suppress the higher ordermode

since the dominant resonatormode should not be allowed to switch from one mode to another

while the FEL wavelength is being scanned. This can be accomplished by introducing the

intracavityapemaes.

It is expected that the asymmetric modes mca) will not be perturbed significantly due to

FF2.,because their intensity vanish on axis at the electron beam location. The study with FEL map

confirms this. Therefore the asymmetric modes should be studied and controlled, especially at a

large hole size. The situation is similar to the empty cavity case. The solution is also similar, The

asymmetrichigher ordermodes aresuppressedby meansof adjustableintr0cavityaperture.

In calculatingtheperformance of anFEL oscillator, the electron beam size is determinedby

its emittance and the natural focussing of the undulator,assuming a round beam matched to the

helical undulator. The undulator parameter K is determined for each wavelength by the FEL

resonance condition. These parametersthen determine the value of the gain parametergo given by

Eq.(6). As the intensity increases in the oscillator, the gain decreases from pass to pass. The

saturatedvalue of the gain Gs at steadystateis given by

(1 - oyr )(1 + Gs) = 1. (16)

The mode profile and the resonator performance at saturation may therefore be obtained by

computing the dominant mode for a sequence of decreasing values of go until theabove equation is
a

_' satisfied. The results was compared with those obtained by theoscillator version [11] of the three-

dimensional FEL simulationcode TDA [12]. The agreementis excellent when the saturatedgain is
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low. Thus, our use of the linear FEL map to calculate the dominant resonator mode isjustified also

in the strong signal regime.

In Fig.(6), we show an example of the hole coupling performance for an FEL at saturation.

The resonator configuration for the calculation is same as that of the empty cavity case shown in

Fig.(2), except that the left mirrorsize is allowed to be somewhat larger to take advantage of FEL

gain. Figure (6) shows the performance of the fundamental mode. We see that the hole coupling

efficiency, about 50%, is somewhat larger than the empty cavity case, while the round trip loss is

practically the same as that of Fig.(2) over the entire tuning range 3 to 6 I.tm.As explained in the

above paragraph, the gain parameter go at each wavelength was adjusted until the FEL gain Gs and

the loss aT satisfy Eq.(16).

To make sure that the TEMo0mode is dominant, we need to check the net gain of both the

TEM00aridthe TEMlo mode at small signal and at saturation. The results arc shown in Fig.(7). At

small signal both modes arc above threshold ('netgain > 0). However, the TEMo0mode has larger

net gain. At saturation where the net gain for the TEM00mode is zero by definition (indicated in

Fig.(7) by a horizontal line), the TEM10 mode is below threshold. Thus we conclude the

fundamental mode is dominant. The gain parameter go used in the small signal calculation

corresponds to a beam currentof 33 Amperes. The gain parameter go used in saturation calculation

is same as that determinedfor the fundamental mode in Fig.(6).

5. Conclusion

We have shown that a small FEL gain, even though not enough to cream new modes in the

cavity, can be very effective in selecting a dominant mode from the azimuthally symmetric class of

the empty cavity modes especially when there is a close degeneracy among these modes. The

fundamental mode tends to have the highest gain at larger electron beam Fresnel number. To

suppress the azimuthal asymmetric mode an intracavity aperture is needed, and to achieve a broad

tuning range the aperture size should be varied to compensate the fall-off in performance as the

12



wavelength is tuned. At smaller Fresnel number the higher order mode may be dominant. In this

case, the passive mode control by an intracavity aperture can restore the fundamental mode

operation, if desired. Once a particular empty cavity mode is made dominant, the hole coupling

performance becomes quite insensitive to the variations in the gain medium, such as variation in

FEL gain shown in Fig.(Sb) and Fig.(5c), or variation in FEL model from the linear transfer map

lo the nonlinear simulation with TDA, as long as the variations are not large enough to cause a

mode switching.
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Table 1. Norminal Parameters Used in the Calculations

Cavity Length [na] 8.2

Mirror Radius of Olrvature [mi 4.3

Radius of the Right Mirror [mm] 15

Radius of the Left Mirror [mm] 6.7 - 15

Hole Radius [mm] 0.8

Radius of Apertures [mm] 8

Apertm-c Separation [mi 2

Undulator Length [mi 2

Undulator Period [cna] 5

Undulator Parameter (K) 0.637 - 1.35

Beam Energy [MEV] 55.3

Beam size (o) [mm] 0.4 - 0.6

Normalized rms beam emittance [mm-mrad] 20
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Cross-sectional view of the cylindrical resonatorconsisting of two mirrors and two

intracavity apertures. A circular hole is placed at the center of the right mirror. An adjustable

aperture is placed in front of the left mirror for mode control. The dashed lines indicate the

boundary of an undulator bore simulated by two fixed apertures. An electron beam traverses the

FEL interaction region from aperture 1to aperture 2.

Figure 2. Hole coupling perfomaance at different wavelengths. The radius of the left mirroris

increased linearly from 6.7 mm to 10 mm as the wavelength is varied from 3 to 6 lain.

Figure 3. Same as Fig.2 except the radius of the left mirroris fixed at 8.35 mm for ali the

wavelengths.

Figure 4. The gain curves for the amplifier and the oscillator cases at 3 I.tmwavelength. There

are no holes on the cavity mirrors.The radius of the left mirroris 15 mm.

Figure 5. Intracavity intensity profiles of the dominant mode at 3 I.tmwavelength with a gain

of (a)0%, Co)2%, and(c)55%.

Figure 6. Hole coupling performanceof the TEM00mode with intracavity FEL gain, the left

mirrorradius is 7, 8.3, 9.4 and 10.3 mm at 3, 4, 5 and 6 I.Lmwavelength, respectively.

Figure 7. The net gains of the TEM00and TEM10mode at small signal and saturation for the

same resonators as Fig.(6).
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